In this article we propose a method for the recognition of faces with different facial expressions. For recognition we extract feature vectors by using log-Gabor filters of multiple orientations and scales. Using sliding window algorithm and variances -based masking these features are extracted at image regions that are less affected by the changes of facial expressions. Extracted features are passed to the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) -based recognition method. The results of face recognition experiments using expression variant faces showed that the proposed method could achieve higher recognition accuracy than many other methods. For development and testing we used facial images from the AR and FERET databases. Using facial photographs of more than one thousand persons from the FERET database the proposed method achieved 96.6-98.9% first one recognition rate and 0.2-0.6% Equal Error Rate (EER).
Introduction
Face recognition is a difficult problem, because the accuracy of recognition can be affected by many factors: different environment and lighting conditions, different input devices and their parameters, changes of the face itself (due to the change of expression, make-up, face rotation or aging). In this article we investigate the problem of recognizing faces with different facial expressions.
Traditional greyscale pattern -based recognition methods (like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [1] ) do not solve the problem of recognizing faces with different expressions. This problem becomes obvious if we perform training and store in the database faces with one expression (for example, neutral) and then need to recognize faces with another expression (for example, smiling). The accuracy of recognition in such case is usually lower than the accuracy of recognizing faces with the same expressions. In order to improve the recognition accuracy of expression variant faces we can detect some facial features (for example, around lips, eyes, nose) and then compare these corresponding features of different faces. Such feature detection is used in the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) and Gabor wavelets -based face recognition method that was developed by Wiskott and his colleagues [2] . Penev and Atick [3] developed Local Feature Analysis (LFA) -based face recognition algorithm that detects features (not necessarily related with anthropometrical features like eyes or lips) in any part of the face and uses them for recognition. Expression variant faces also can be compared by using optical flow -based algorithm [4] , and the accuracy of recognition can be improved by appropriately weighting image pixels, regions or features that are more or less affected by the changed expression [5] .
In this article we investigate how the accuracy of face recognition is affected by the change of facial expression and propose a masked log-Gabor features and Principal Component Analysis -based method that could increase the accuracy of recognizing faces with different expressions. Extensive recognition experiments using a large database of facial images and comparison with the results of other researchers showed that our method achieves very high recognition accuracy.
2 Face recognition using masked log-Gabor features and PCA
Feature extraction using log-Gabor filters and sliding window algorithm
For face recognition we used greyscale facial images and performed feature extraction by using the log-Gabor filters that were proposed in [6] for coding of natural images. The experiments showed, that these filters are more suitable for image coding than the traditional Gabor filters. The log-Gabor filter in the frequency domain and polar coordinates can be calculated using the following equation [7] :
here f 0 is the centre frequency of the filter, k determines the bandwidth of the filter, θ o is the orientation angle of the filter, and σ θ = △ θ/s θ where s θ -scaling factor, △ θ -orientation spacing between filters. For face recognition we generated multiple log-Gabor filters G no,ns of different orientations n o and scales n s using the following relationships:
Here λ 0 is the wavelength of the smallest scale filter, s λ is the scaling factor between successive filter scales, β is the bandwidth of the filter in octaves, N s is the number of scales, and N o is the number of orientations. Using a chosen two-dimensional log-Gabor filter G no,ns in Fourier space we perform filtering (convolution), magnitude calculation and masking:
here ". * " -array multiplication, I -normalized (derotated, cropped, resized, masked) face image, G no,ns -log-Gabor filter of a chosen orientation and scale in Fourier space (the size of the filter array is the same as the size of the two-dimensional image I), F F T 2 -two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform, IF F T 2 -inverse F F T 2, mask -binary mask for masking log-Gabor magnitude image (the same as is used for masking greyscale face image I in order to leave only the internal part of the face), V no,ns -masked log-Gabor magnitude image. It must be noted that for the selected image size we can pre-calculate the log-Gabor filters (of different sizes and orientations) only once and store.
After image filtering with multiple log-Gabor filters (N s scales and N o orientations) we get a very large number of log-Gabor features (magnitude values in all N s · N o magnitude images as it is shown in Fig. 2 ). The size of each magnitude image V is the same as the size of facial image I. In order to reduce the number of features we use sliding window algorithm that is illustrated in Fig.  1 . Rectangular window of a chosen size is slided over the magnitude image V no,1 (scale n s = 1) using a chosen sliding steps. In each window we find one maximal magnitude value and remember the location (coordinates in image V no,1 ) of this value. Features at all other scales n s = 2, ..., N s of the same orientation n o are extracted at the same locations without using sliding window as it is shown in Fig. 1 . The same feature's finding procedure is repeated for all N o orientations. When we perform face recognition, the log-Gabor features (found using sliding window) for each image from the database of faces are calculated only once and stored. If the magnitude image is masked, we perform search only in an unmasked image part. Then all extracted log-Gabor features (magnitude values) are stored in a one-dimensional vector X and passed to the Principal Component Analysis -based recognition method.
In order to increase the accuracy of recognizing expression variant faces we used masking of log-Gabor magnitude images. Using masks we eliminated the regions of magnitudes that were mostly affected by changed facial expressions. These changes were evaluated by calculating magnitude variances between images with different expressions of the same person. Variance images of different persons were averaged and thresholded (by average). After thresholding obtained binary image was used for masking. For calculation of variance images and masks we use not greyscale images, but the log-Gabor magnitude images at first scale. We calculate masks for each filter orientation. Masks were created for scales n s = 1 and then used for all scales n s = 1, ..., N s of the same orientation. The number of masks is the same as the number of orientations. Mask calculation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Masking of log-Gabor magnitude images is illustrated in Fig. 4 . After masking we use sliding window algorithm and find the log-Gabor features in an unmasked parts of these masked images. Found features are used for PCA -based recognition. 
Face recognition using PCA of log-Gabor features
In this section we will present the main formulas of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) -based recognition method. More information about PCA could be found in [9] .
In order to perform PCA, we calculate the covariance matrix C =
T , the number of data values is N, the number of data vectors is r. Then we find the eigenvectors u k and eigenvalues λ k of this covariance matrix: Cu k = λ k u k . Eigenvectors that correspond to the largest eigenvalues are used to construct the transformation matrix T . This matrix is used to transform any data vector X to the PCA space:
Λ is a diagonal matrix (of the corresponding eigenvalues) that performs data "whitening" [10] .
Face recognition is performed by comparing feature vectors Y of different facial images. For comparison we used the cosine -based distance measure
, here Y 1 and Y 2 are PCA feature vectors of the compared facial images X 1 and X 2 . Unknown faces are rejected by using some manually chosen distance's threshold. When we perform traditional PCA -based face recognition, data vector X contains greyscale values of the image pixels. When we perform log-Gabor PCA -based recognition, this vector contains the selected log-Gabor magnitude values (using expression masking and sliding window -based algorithm).
Face recognition experiments and results

Recognition performance measures
For comparison of face recognition methods we used Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) -based measures that we also used in [11] . We used the following measures: 1) First one recognition rate (First 1, [0, 100%]). For example, First 1 = 70% means that in 70 % cases the persons (that we are looking for in the database) will be identified correctly by extracting from the database one most similar photography. Larger First 1 values mean better result. 2) Rank (number) of images (Cum, (0, 100%]) that we must extract from the database in order to achieve some cumulative recognition rate. For example, Cum(90%)=15% means that we need to extract 15% of images from the database in order to achieve not smaller than 90% cumulative recognition rate. That is, the faces that we look for appear between extracted 15% of images (not necessarily first one) in 90% cases. Smaller ranks (at the same recognition rate) mean better result. 
Face normalization and feature extraction
For recognition we used greyscale facial images with manually selected centres of eyes and the tip of chin. Initial images were denoised using Gaussian filter with σ = 0.5 and window size 5x5 pixels. Then using manually selected points we performed geometrical normalization. Faces were derotated (in order to make the line connecting eye centres horizontal), cropped, resized (to the size of 128x128 pixels), masked. For rotation and resizing we used bicubic interpolation. For masking we used an ellipse with central point (64.5,45.5), horizontal axis of 120 pixels, and vertical axis of 160 pixels. Then for an unmasked part of the image we performed histogram equalization (256 levels). Image normalization procedure is presented in Fig. 6 . For illustration we used an image from our personal archive. The same face normalization procedure was used in all our recognition experiments.
After image masking using elliptical mask are left 12646 unmasked pixels (grey value features) of 16384 (128x128). These grey value features are used for traditional PCA -based recognition method. For log-Gabor PCA (LG PCA) we leave (using sliding window) 19704 log-Gabor magnitude features. Sliding window size is 4x4 pixels, sliding step is 4 pixels. For masked log-Gabor PCA (MLG PCA) we leave 15120 log-Gabor magnitude features (total at all orientations and scales). Log-Gabor filters were generated using the following parameters: λ 0 = 5, s λ = 1.6, β = 1, σ f (β) = 0.745, N s = 4, s θ = 1.5, N o = 6. Log-Gabor magnitude images were masked using the same elliptical mask that was used for image normalization. For calculation of expression masks we used facial images of 117 persons from the AR [12] database (first session). We used facial images with three expressions (neutral, smiling, angry) per person.
Face recognition experiments were performed using the following 3 methods: 1) PCA with grey value images (notation "PCA"); 2) PCA with log-Gabor features and without expression masks (notation "LG PCA"); 3) PCA with masked log-Gabor features (notation "MLG PCA"). All these methods used the same normalized image patterns and the same implementation of PCA with cosine -based distance measure between "whitened" feature vectors. For face recognition experiments we used the AR [12] and FERET [13] databases.
Recognition experiments using AR database
The AR face database [12] was created by A. Martinez and R. Benavente at Computer Vision Center, Purdue University in 1998. This database contains facial photographs of 126 persons with strictly controlled facial expressions and lighting. The size of images is 768x576 pixels. Images of each person were captured in two sessions that were separated by two weeks time. From this database we selected images of 117 persons (64 men, 53 women) with the following three controlled expressions: neutral expression (NE), smile (SM), anger (AN). Images with expression numbers 1, 2, 3 of the first session we denote by NE1, SM1, AN1, and images with expression numbers 14, 15, 16 of the second session we denote by NE2, SM2, AN2. Facial images of the first session were used for training and registration (known faces) and for creation of variances -based expression masks. Facial images of the second session were used as an unknown faces that we wish to recognize. All images we converted to greyscale format. For recognition we used 100 PCA features.
At first we performed recognition experiments using NE1, SM1, AN1 images for training and registration, and using NE2, SM2, AN2 as an unknown faces. The results of experiments showed (Table 1) , that the best recognition accuracy is achieved if we can ensure that the expressions of training, registered, and unknown faces will be the same. Also we can see that the worst recognition accuracy is achieved in the following cases: 1. If we use smiling (SM1) faces for training and registration, and then wish to recognize faces with neutral (NE2) or angry (AN2) expressions; 2. If we use faces with neutral (NE1) or angry (AN1) expressions for training and registration, and then wish to recognize faces with smiling expressions (SM2). In such hard cases LG PCA and MLG PCA methods allow to achieve 10-38% higher first one recognition accuracy than traditional PCA. In these cases MLG PCA achieves slightly higher recognition accuracy than LG PCA.
Average recognition results showed ( Table 2 , Fig. 7 ) that if we wish to use the same expressions for training and registration, and then recognize faces with different expressions, the best choice (with respect to first one recognition accuracy) for training and registration are images with neutral (NE1) or angry (AN1) expressions, and that we should not use faces with smiling (SM1) expressions. Also we can see that MLG PCA in most cases achieves higher average recognition accuracy than PCA and LG PCA. 
Recognition experiments using FERET database
Because the AR database is relatively small (small number of different persons), we also performed recognition experiments using much larger FERET database [13] containing greyscale photographs of 1196 persons. This database was collected in 1993-1996 by the researchers from George Mason University during the FERET (FacE REcognition Technology) program. As far as we know, this is the largest database of face photographs (of different persons) in the world that is publicly available for face recognition research purposes. For training we used 1196 greyscale images (the size of each image is 256x384 pixels) from the f a set of this database. The same 1196 f a images were used as a gallery (known persons), and 1195 images from the f b set were used as a probe (unknown persons that we wish to recognize). Facial images from these sets have different expressions, but these expressions are not strictly controlled. For log-Gabor feature masking we used binary masks that were generated from the AR database's faces.
At first we performed recognition experiments using different number (100-1100) of PCA features and compared the results of PCA, LG PCA, and MLG PCA methods. These results are presented in Table 3 . The results showed that using MLG PCA or LG PCA we can achieve much better recognition results than using traditional PCA with respect to all measured characteristics (Cum(97)-Cum(100), first one recognition, CMCA, ROCA, EER). The results also showed that MLG PCA is better (or not worse) than LG PCA with respect to Cum(97)-Cum(99), ROCA, EER. The MLG PCA also achieves higher first one recognition accuracy than LG PCA. But LG PCA is slightly better than MLG PCA with respect to Cum(100) and in some cases with respect to CMCA. First one recognition accuracies of compared methods using different number of PCA features are also presented in Fig. 8 . This figure illustrates that MLG PCA achieves higher accuracy than other compared methods. Also we can see that first one recognition accuracy of traditional PCA -based recognition method (using cosine -based distance measure between "whitened" feature vectors) decreases if we use larger number of PCA features. The same effect was observed in [11] using other database and image normalization procedure.
Because in real life situations it is not always possible to use large number (more than 1000) of training images, we tested our face recognition methods using 400 f a training images and 380 PCA features. We performed 50 experiments with different training sets of 400 f a images and calculated average recognition results. These training sets for all compared methods were the same. These average results and standard deviations are presented in Table 4 . 
The best results (Table 4) were achieved using MLG PCA. Even using small number of training images this method achieved enough high first one recognition accuracy (>96%) and low EER (0.6%). Traditional PCA achieved 12% lower first one accuracy and 2% higher EER.
Comparison of our results with the results of other researchers
For comparison we used the FERET database, which has become a de facto standard for evaluating face recognition technologies [14] . We compared the results of different face recognition methods that were tested using all images (not subsets) from the FERET f a (1196 images) and f b (1195 images) sets.
For comparison we present only the best published results of other researchers that we were able to find. More results of other researchers could be found in [14] , [15] , [16] . The selected results are summarized in Table 5 . . The total number of features is larger than 6000. It is important to note that EBGM -based methods for comparison usually use a whole human head (not only the internal part of the face without hair and facial contour). CSU PCA MahCosine method [16] uses traditional PCA and cosine -based distance measure between "whitened" feature vectors, 501 training images, and 300 PCA features. Gabor features -based method [22] extracts features by using 40 Gabor filters and then uses sliding window -based algorithm for finding high-energized points. Then multiple complex-valued feature vectors are constructed by storing the coordinates of the points and 40 filter responses at these points (each feature vector has 42 components). Recognition is performed by calculating similarity measures between multiple vectors and then by calculating the overall similarity measure. Haar+AdaBoost method [23] uses Haar-like features and adaptive boosting -based training and feature selection. This method is trained using 398 pairs of images from the FERET f a and f b sets. After training are selected 400 features. Gabor+AdaBoost method [24] for feature extraction uses Gabor filters (5 scales, 8 orientations). Adaptive boosting -based training is used in . CMCA values of our method are about two times smaller than of other methods, and ROCA values of our method are also several times smaller than of other methods. In order to achieve 99% cumulative recognition rate (using 900 features) we need to extract from the database only 0.17% of images (that is 1196*0.17/100 = 2 images), and in order to achieve 100% cumulative recognition rate we need to extract 16 images (1.34%). Using CSU EBGM Standard method we need to extract 449 images of 1196 (37.54%) in order to achieve 100% cumulative recognition accuracy, and using USC 1997 (EBGM) [2] , [20] method we need to extract 606 images (50.67%). Using the proposed method we also can achieve >90% recognition accuracy using larger windows than 4x4 pixels and smaller number of log-Gabor features (<10000), but we prefer to use larger number of log-Gabor features (15120) and then reduce the number of features to several hundreds by using PCA, because it allows to achieve >96% first one recognition accuracy. Because our traditional PCA using small number of training images (400 f a) and features (380 PCA features) achieves similar recognition accuracy (84%) as CSU's [16] implementation of the same method (CSU PCA MahCosine [16] , 501 mostly f a training images, 300 PCA features, 85% first one accuracy), we decided to test if it is possible to achieve high recognition accuracy using only log-Gabor features and different distance measures (Euclidean, Manhattan, cosine-based) without using PCA. But the results of these experiments showed that MLG PCA achieves much higher recognition accuracy.
Conclusions and future work
In this article we proposed a novel face recognition method based on masked log-Gabor features and Principal Component Analysis. The experiments with the AR and FERET databases showed that using the proposed MLG PCA method we can increase the accuracy of recognizing faces with different expressions. The experiments showed that using log-Gabor features, expression masking, sliding window -based feature selection method, Principal Component Analysis, "whitening", and cosine -based distance measure we can achieve very high recognition accuracy (98.91%) and low Equal Error Rate (0.17%) with the FERET database containing facial photographs of 1196 persons. The results of our algorithm are among the best results that were ever achieved using this database.
In the future we are going to investigate other methods of extracting and comparing facial regions in order to achieve higher recognition accuracy (of faces with different expressions) than we already achieved. Also we are going to investigate the possibilities to optimise the parameters of log-Gabor filters in order to increase the accuracy of the proposed method and reduce the number of features.
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